The Enumerated Nation
The Great Tale of Enumerations and Bullet Lists

1. In the beginning, all Items were equal under the List
2. A war began between two of their tribes
   • Those who rebelled against the Order of the List
     i. They started firing bullets at their enemies.
     ii. They took many shapes
        o They had no rank beyond their Level
        o They took symbols as their emblems
        o Their Levels had great leaders
           a) Black Bullet
           b) Circle Bullet
           c) Dash
   • Those who were Followers of the Order
     i. They frowned at being outnumbered
     ii. They had recognizable shapes
        o They kept their ranks at their Level
        o Their Levels had famous members
           a) The Arabic Numbers
           b) The Roman Numbers
           c) The Letters
              - Also called the Alphas
              - Probably the same as the Latins
3. When the war ended, all Items nested in the List according to their Level